The present work investigates the time oscillations of the temperature at several depths of a Martian soil analogue made of two layers of different physical properties. The maximum temperature-time oscillation inside the Martian soil analogue, DT, and its derivative with depth, d(DT)/dz or DDT, can be analysed to understand the presence of a boundary between dry and frozen soil. The maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, reduces by about one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil if a frozen layer is present. The reduction of DT at the boundary between two dry soils with different porosity is much smaller. DDT decreases by more than one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil if a frozen layer is present. The reduction of DDT at the boundary between two dry soils with different porosity is much smaller. r
Introduction
The main objective of Martian exploration is the search of ice-water in the subsurface of Martian regolith. In the current Martian climate ice-water is not stable on the surface at low and mid-latitudes. Near-surface ground ice (subsurface ice in the upper metres of the surface) is an important component of the global cycles of water and of the behaviour of the Martian climate. It represents a substantial reservoir of water that can dynamically exchange with the atmosphere on timescales comparable to that of the oscillations in the planet orbit (Mellon et al., 2003) . Some scientific instruments, like Mole for Soil Compositional Studies (MOCCS) instrument and electromechanical penetrating instrument, can obtain depth profiles of soil chemical, physical and thermal properties and can repeatedly obtain subsurface soil samples from depths up to 1.5 m to be used by land-or rover-based instruments (Richter et al., 2004) . Mellon et al. (2004) calculated new estimates of ground-ice stability and the depth distribution of the ice table and compared these theoretical estimates of the ground ice with the observed distribution of leakage neutrons measured by the Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS). Observations by the Mars Odyssey spacecraft of abundant subsurface hydrogen in the Martian regolith indicated that shallowly buried ground ice (subsurface ice) is present in Martian southern mid-and high latitudes (Boynton et al., 2002; Feldman et al., 2002) . GRS detected significant amounts of hydrogen in equatorial regions of Mars, within a couple of metres from the surface, indicating the presence of water-ice up to a depth of about 1 m. Measurements indicate that the uppermost regolith contains a little amount of ice, while an ice-rich zone below can contain from 20% to 50% of ice by mass. A possible configuration in the upper surface of the Mars regolith provides at the Equator (01 Latitude) a layer of dry soil (solid and gas) down to a depth of 1.30 m and a frozen soil (solid, gas and water-ice) below. At 601 South of Latitude a layer of dry soil from 0 to 0.60 m of depth and a frozen soil below. At the South Pole (901 South Latitude) a layer of dry soil (solid and gas) from 0 to 0.30 m of depth and a frozen soil below. Besides, it is unknown how deep the ice-rich zone continues below (Bo¨ttger et al., 2005 determine the abundance and depth of near-surface water-ice as a function of latitude in the Southern Hemisphere .
The lack of information on the thermal properties and the structure of Martian regolith (including the presence of ice layers) motivated the present line of investigation. One aspect of the present work is the theoretical prediction of the thermal conductivity of extraterrestrial soils, as those of planets and comets, on the basis of the knowledge of the physical parameters. Theoretical predictions of Earth soils, subject to permafrost conditions, were carried out with reference to a four-phase medium, i.e. in presence of solid, ice, water and air (Gori, 1983) . The model is based on the assumption of the soil as a unit cell with a cubic particle at the centre and the other three phases disposed around it according to the laws of adsorption and capillarity. The original cubic cell model was extended to take into account-different thermal boundary conditions (Gori and Corasaniti, 1999) , thermal radiation and low density (high porosity) in extraterrestrial conditions (Gori and Corasaniti, 2001) . The original cubic cell model has been compared with other models of the literature (Tarnawski and Gori, 2002) .
In conclusion, the cubic cell model can be considered as a valid approach to predict the thermal conductivity of soils in extraterrestrial bodies where the physical conditions can be different from that of the Earth, as far as pressure, temperature, fluids in the atmosphere are concerned, and where also thermal radiation can be taken into consideration. The theoretical model can correlate the structure of the soil to the materials present (in solid or vapour phase).
The soil close to the atmosphere has the lowest thermal conductivity during the hottest period of the day because the materials are present only in vapour phase. The presence of ice layers increases the thermal conductivity of the soil because of its higher thermal conductivity. The present work investigates three Martian soil analogues, which are based on the information obtained at 01, 601 and 901 of Latitude.
Thermal properties of a Martian soil analogue

Martian soil analogue and atmospheric gas
The solid component of the Martian soil analogue is simulated using the thermal conductivity of the olivine tested in laboratory (Gori and Corasaniti, 2003) . Mars soil analogues, in dry and frozen conditions, have been investigated with the theoretical cubic cell model, (Gori and Corasaniti, 2004, 2006 ) and the relative data will be used in the rest of the present paper.
The average Martian atmospheric pressure is about 6 mbar (Presley and Christensen, 1997) and is composed of CO 2 (95%), N 2 (3%), Ar (1.5%) and tracks of H 2 O. The thermal conductivity of the Martian atmospheric gas is assumed to be 92.8% of the atmospheric pressure value (1 bar).
Martian soils analogues
Three Martian soil analogues are investigated: 
Temperature oscillations in a two-layer Martian soil analogue
The Martian soil analogue is composed of two layers where the upper layer is present up to a depth d while the lower one extends from d to infinity. The differential heat conduction equation for a homogeneous medium, with k independent of z, is
where y is the temperature in K, t the time, z the depth, a ¼ k=r Á c the thermal diffusivity, k the thermal conductivity, r the density, c the specific heat. At each depth the temperature oscillates as a pure harmonic function of time, caused by the day-night oscillation, around an average value.
The differential equation is solved with the following boundary conditions (Van Wijk, 1963 ):
(1) The surface temperature (at z ¼ 0) is oscillating according to
(2) The continuity of temperature at the boundary between the two layers, z ¼ d, is
where the subscript 1 is referred to the upper layer and the subscript 2 to the lower layer.
(3) The continuity of the heat flux at the boundary between the two layers, z ¼ d, is 
The temperature oscillation in the upper layer, 0pzpd, is given by
and in the lower layer, zXd, by
where W a is the average temperature in the soil analogue, W s is the amplitude of the temperature oscillation at the surface, t is the time, d is the thickness of the upper layer, j is the phase delay, k 1 is the thermal conductivity of the upper layer, C 1 is the heat capacity of the upper layer, k 2 is the thermal conductivity of the lower layer, C 2 is the heat capacity of the lower layer. Further on D 1 and D 2 are the damping depths in m of the two layers:
The radial frequency is o ¼ 2p=T ¼ 2p=86 400 ¼ 7:27 Â 10 À5 s À1 under the assumption of a Martian day of 24 h. Finally
(12) Table 1 Corresponding values of porosity, p, and ice content, a, for saturated frozen soils Ice content, a, for frozen soil (f ¼ 1) 
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Porosity, p, for frozen soil (f ¼ 1) a ¼ M i /M t p (T ¼ 148 K) p (T ¼ 173 K) p (T ¼ 223 K) p (T ¼ 273 K) 0p a(T ¼ 148 K) a (T ¼ 173 K) a (T ¼ 223 K) a (T ¼ 273 K)j 0 1 ¼ arctan r l expðÀð2d=D 1 ÞÞ sinð2d=D 1 Þ 1 þ r l expðÀð2d=D 1 ÞÞ cosð2d=D 1 Þ (13) j 00 1 ¼ j 0 1 À 2d D 1 (14) j 2 ¼ j 0 1 À d D 1 (15) r l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 1 C 1 p À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 C 2 p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 1 C 1 p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 C 2 p(16)
Temperature oscillations in a two-layer Martian soil analogue
The soil analogues investigated in the present work are named soils A and B if they are composed of a dry layer on top and a frozen one below, or soil BA if they are composed of two dry layers with different properties.
Soils A
The soils A, named A1, A2 and A3 according to the thickness d of the dry soil, i.e. 0.30 m for A1, 0.60 m for A2 and 1.30 m for A3, have the properties reported in Table 2 where the thermal conductivity is evaluated according to the cubic cell model (Gori and Corasaniti, 2004, 2006) . The dry layer, with porosity p=0.20, has a thermal conductivity equal to 0.144 W(m K)
À1 and a thermal diffusivity equal to 10 À6 m 2 s À1 . The frozen layer, with porosity p=0.20, has a thermal conductivity equal to 2.70 W(m K)
À1 and a thermal diffusivity equal to 10 À5 m 2 s À1 .
4.1.1. Soil A1 Soil A1 simulates the Martian regolith at the Pole, which is assumed dry up to d=0.30 m and frozen below. Fig. 1 shows that the temperature-time oscillations are higher in the upper layer, i.e. in the dry soil, because of the lower thermal conductivity and diffusivity. The higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity in the frozen layer of the soil analogue reduces the temperaturetime oscillations.
The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 3 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 7 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 4 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 1 K at 1.3 m. Fig. 2 reports the temperature versus the depth z at several times. The temperature oscillations with time are smaller in the frozen layer, i.e. below 0.30 m, because of the higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the frozen layer.
Soil A2
Soil A2 simulates the Martian regolith at 601 of the Latitude, which is assumed dry up to d ¼ 0.60 m and frozen below.
The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 3 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 25.0 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 1.2 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.3 K at 1.3 m. Fig. 3 reports the temperature versus the depth z at several times. The temperature oscillations with time are smaller in the frozen layer, i.e. below 0.60 m, because of the higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the frozen layer.
Soil A3
Soil A3 simulates the Martian regolith at the Equator, which is assumed dry up to d ¼ 1.30 m and frozen below.
The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 3 Table 2 where the thermal conductivity has been evaluated according to the cubic cell model (Gori and Corasaniti, 2004, 2006) . The dry layer, with porosity p=0.50, has the thermal conductivity equal to 0.05 W(m K)
À1 and the thermal diffusivity equal to 10 À6 m 2 s À1 . The frozen layer, with porosity p=0.50, has the thermal conductivity equal to 2.70 W(m K) À1 and the thermal diffusivity equal to 10 À5 m 2 s À1 .
Soil B1
Soil B1 simulates the Martian regolith at the Pole, which is assumed dry up to d=0.30 m and frozen below. Table 2 Characteristics of soil analogues A, B and BA The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 4 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 2.8 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 1.6 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.4 K at 1.3 m.
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Soil (m) f k(W(m K) À1 ) a (m 2 s À1 ) p
Soil B2
Soil B2 simulates the Martian regolith at 601 of the Latitude, which is assumed dry up to d ¼ 0.60 m and frozen below. Table 3 Maximum temperature-time oscillations, DT, in soil analogues A at several depths Table 4 Maximum temperature-time oscillations, DT, in soil analogues B at several depths The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 4 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 25.1 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 0.5 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.1 K at 1.3 m.
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DT (K) Soil AF Soil A1 Soil A2 Soil A3 Soil AD z (m) d ¼ 0.00 m d ¼ 0.30 m d ¼ 0.60 m d ¼ 1.30 m d ¼ 5DT (K) Soil BF Soil B1 Soil B2 Soil B3 Soil BD z (m) d ¼ 0.00 m d ¼ 0.30 m d ¼ 0.60 m d ¼ 1.30 m d ¼ 5
Soil B3
Soil B3 simulates the Martian regolith at the Equator, which is assumed dry up to d ¼ 1.30 m and frozen below.
The maximum oscillations of the temperature are reported in Table 4 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 24.6 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 4.0 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.01 K at 1.3 m.
Soils BA
The Martian soil analogue, named soil BA and composed of two dry layers with different porosities, is investigated in order to point out the difference with the previous two soil analogues. The physical and thermal properties are reported in Table 2 . The thermal conductivity has been evaluated according to the cubic cell model (Gori and Corasaniti, 2004, 2006) . The top dry layer, with porosity p=0.50, has the thermal conductivity equal to 0.05 W(m K)
À1 and the bottom dry layer, with porosity p=0.20, has the thermal conductivity equal to 0.144 W(m K)
À1 . The thermal diffusivity is equal to 10 À6 m 2 s À1 for both layers.
Soil BA1
In the soil BA1 the upper layer is assumed to extend up to 0.30 m and the maximum temperature oscillations are reported in Table 5 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 12.9 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 2.1 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.03 K at 1.3 m.
Soil BA2
In the soil BA2 the upper layer is assumed to extend up to 0.60 m and the maximum temperature oscillations are reported in Table 5 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 24.9 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 2.1 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.03 K at 1.3 m.
Soil BA3
In the soil BA3 the upper layer is assumed to extend up to 1.30 m and the maximum temperature oscillations are reported in Table 5 . They are, respectively: DT ¼ 24.6 K at 0.30 m, DT ¼ 4.0 K at 0.60 m and DT ¼ 0.03 K at 1.3 m.
5. Discussion on the temperature oscillations in a two-layer Martian soil analogue
Soils A
The temperature-time oscillations in soils A are reported in Table 3 at several depths. The second and the last columns report the temperature-time oscillations in the frozen soil AF and in the dry soil AD. The temperaturetime oscillations are higher in soil AF at each depth because of the higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the frozen soil, while the temperature-time oscillations are lower in soil AD because of the lower thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the dry soil.
The maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, reduces of about one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil, i.e. at z ¼ 0.30, 0.60 and 1.30 m, respectively, for soils A1, A2 and A3. In soil A1 the maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, decreases from 41.7 K at z ¼ 0.20 m to 7 K at z ¼ 0.30 m. In soil A2 the maximum temperature-time oscillation decreases from 7 K at z ¼ 0.50 m to 1.2 K at z ¼ 0.60 m. In soil A3 the maximum temperature-time oscillation decreases from 0.4 K at z ¼ 1.0 m to 0.02 K at z ¼ 1.30 m. Fig. 4 reports the maximum temperature-time oscillations, DT, for soils A versus depth. A clear trend is evidenced, i.e. a decrease of the maximum temperaturetime oscillation with the increase of the layer d of the dry soil over the frozen one.
Soils B
The maximum temperature-time oscillations in soils B are reported in Table 4 at several depths. The second and the last columns report the maximum temperature-time oscillation in the frozen soil BF and in the dry soil BD. The Table 5 Maximum temperature-time oscillations, DT, in soil analogues BA at several depths maximum temperature-time oscillation is higher in soil BF at each depth because of the higher thermal conductivity of the frozen soil. The maximum temperature-time oscillation is lower in soil BD at each depth because of the lower thermal conductivity of the dry soil.
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The maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, reduces of about one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil, i.e. at z ¼ 0.30 m, z ¼ 0.60 m and z ¼ 1.30 m, respectively, for soil B1, B2 and B3. In soil B1 the maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, decreases from 41.3 K at z ¼ 0.20 m to 2.8 K at z ¼ 0.30 m. In soil B2 the maximum temperature-time oscillation decreases from 6.9 K at z ¼ 0.50 m to 0.5 K at z ¼ 0.60 m. In soil B3 the maximum temperature-time oscillation decreases from 0.4 K at z ¼ 1.0 m to 0.01 K at z ¼ 1.30 m. Fig. 5 reports the maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, for soils B versus depth. The trend of the maximum temperature-time oscillation is to decrease with the increase of the layer d of the dry soil.
Soils BA
The maximum temperature-time oscillations in soils BA are reported in Table 5 at several depths. The maximum temperature-time oscillation decreases from 42.5 K at z ¼ 0.20 m to 12.9 K at z ¼ 0.30 m for soil BA1, from 7 K at z ¼ 0.50 m to 2.1 K at z ¼ 0.60 m for soil BA2, from 0.4 K at z ¼ 1.0 m to 0.03 K at z ¼ 1.3 m for soil BA3. Fig. 6 reports the maximum temperature-time oscillation, DT, for soils BA versus depth. The trend of the maximum temperature-time oscillation is different than in the other two soils (Figs. 4 and 5) because DT is independent of the layer d.
Evaluation of the boundary dry-frozen soil and discussion
The derivative of the maximum temperature-time oscillation with respect to the depth z, i.e. DDT=d(DT)/ dz (K m À1 ), is given by in the upper layer, 0pzpd
in the lower layer, zXd, by
Tables 6-8 report DDT at several depths for the soils, A, B and BA. Figs. 7-9 report DDT versus depth for the soils, A, B and BA. Table 6 is that DDT decreases by more than one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil.
The exam of the DDT data at the same depth, i.e. on each row of the Table, shows that DDT decreases with the Table 6 Derivative of the maximum temperature-time oscillations, DDT, in soil analogues A at several depths Table 7 Derivative of the maximum temperature-time oscillations, DDT, in soil analogues B at several depths Table 8 Derivative of the maximum temperature-time oscillations, DDT, in soil analogues BA at several depths increase in the depth d of the dry layer if the soil is frozen. The variation of DDT with the depth d of the dry layer is different if the layer is dry. Indeed, in a dry layer DDT has a maximum and then a nearly constant value with the increase in d. Fig. 7 presents DDT in soils A. The trend of DDT with the depth of the dry layer d is more complex than the corresponding value of DT in Fig. 4 . In the frozen layer of the soil the value of DDT decreases with the increase in the dry layer d. In the dry layer of the soil the value of DDT increases up to a maximum and then remains nearly constant with the increase in the layer d of the dry soil.
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6.2. Soils B Table 7 Table 7 is that DDT decreases by more than one order of magnitude at the boundary between dry and frozen soil.
The exam of the DDT data at the same depth, i.e. on each row of the table, shows that DDT decreases with the increase in the depth d of the dry layer if the soil is frozen. The variation of DDT with the depth d of the dry layer is different if the layer is dry. Indeed, in a dry layer DDT has a maximum and then a nearly constant value with the increase of d. Fig. 8 presents DDT in soils B. In the frozen layer of the soil the value of DDT decreases with the increase of the dry layer d. In the dry layer of the soil the value of DDT increases up to a maximum and then remains nearly constant with the increase in the layer d of dry soil, as already observed in Fig. 7. 6.3. Soil BA Table 8 and Fig. 9 present the values of DDT for soils B A. The variation of DDT at the boundary between the two dry soils, B and A, is smaller than at the boundary between dry and frozen soil, as in the soils A and B, because the thermal conductivities of the dry soils A and B are closer. Table 8 shows that DDT decreases from 304.5 K m À1 at 0.25 m to 57.9 K m À1 at 0.35 m for soil BA1, from 50.0 K m À1 at 0.55 m to 9.4 K m À1 at 0.65 m for soil BA2, from 0.9 K m À1 at 1.20 m to 0.1 K m À1 at 1.40 m for soil BA3. Fig. 9 presents the values of DDT versus depth for soils BA. DDT is practically independent on the layer d of the dry soil B, as already seen for DT in Fig. 6 .
Conclusions
The measurement of the maximum temperature-time oscillation during a Martian day, DT, inside a Martian soil analogue can be used to evaluate the derivative of DT with depth z, i.e. DDT ¼ d(DT)/dz. The first conclusion comes from the observation of the variation of DDT with the depth z. At the boundary between a dry and a frozen layer DDT decreases with the depth z of more than one order of magnitude. On the contrary, the decrease of DDT with the depth z at the boundary between two dry soils with different porosity p is smaller than one order of magnitude. The variation of DDT with the value d of the top dry layer is dependent on the status of the layer. DDT decreases with the increase of d if the layer is frozen while DDT increases with d in the upper dry layer up to a maximum and then is almost constant. DDT is practically independent of d in soil analogues made of two dry layers with different porosity.
In conclusion, the present method can be used to evaluate the presence of frozen layers from the measurements of the temperature-time oscillations inside the Martian regolith.
